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Abstract

We present SMURF, a method for unsupervised learning

of optical flow that improves state of the art on all bench-

marks by 36% to 40% (over the prior best method UFlow)

and even outperforms several supervised approaches such

as PWC-Net and FlowNet2. Our method integrates ar-

chitecture improvements from supervised optical flow, i.e.

the RAFT model, with new ideas for unsupervised learning

that include a sequence-aware self-supervision loss, a tech-

nique for handling out-of-frame motion, and an approach

for learning effectively from multi-frame video data while

still only requiring two frames for inference.

1. Introduction

Optical flow describes a dense pixel-wise correspon-

dence between two images, specifying for each pixel in the

first image, where that pixel is in the second image. The

resulting vector field of relative pixel locations represents

apparent motion or “flow” between the two images. Es-

timating this flow field is a fundamental problem in com-

puter vision and any advances in flow estimation benefit

many downstream tasks such as visual odometry, multi-

view depth estimation, and video object tracking.

Classical methods formulate optical flow estimation as

an optimization problem [2, 8]. They infer, for a given im-

age pair, a flow field that maximizes smoothness and the

similarity of matched pixels. Recent supervised learning

approaches instead train deep neural networks to estimate

optical flow from examples of ground-truth annotated im-

age pairs [9, 28, 29, 37]. Since obtaining ground truth flow

is extremely difficult for real images, supervised learning

is generally limited to synthetic data [5, 20]. While these

methods have produced excellent results in the training do-

main, generalization is challenging when the gap between

the target domain ant the synthetic training data is too wide.

∗Authors contributed equally.

Unsupervised learning is a promising direction to ad-

dress this issue as it allows training optical flow models

from unlabeled videos of any domain. The unsupervised

approach works by combining ideas from classical meth-

ods and supervised-learning – training the same neural net-

works as in supervised approaches but optimizing them with

objectives such as smoothness and photometric similarity

from classical methods. Unlike those classical methods, un-

supervised approaches perform optimization not per image

pair but jointly for the entire training set.

Since unsupervised optical flow takes inspiration from

classical and supervised learning methods, we can make

substantial progress by properly combining novel ideas with

insights from these two directions. In this paper, we do ex-

actly that and make the following three contributions:

1. We integrate the current best supervised model,

RAFT [29] with unsupervised learning and perform key

changes to the loss functions and data augmentation to

properly regularize this model for unsupervised learning.

2. We perform unsupervised learning on image crops while

using the full image to compute unsupervised losses.

This technique, which we refer to as full-image warp-

ing, improves flow quality near image boundaries.

3. We leverage a classical method for multi-frame flow

refinement [19] to generate better labels for self-

supervision from multi-frame input. This technique im-

proves performance especially in occluded regions with-

out requiring more than two frames for inference.

Our method Self-Teaching Multi-frame Unsupervised

RAFT with Full-Image Warping (SMURF) combines these

three contributions and improves the state of the art (SOTA)

in unsupervised optical flow in all major benchmarks, i.e. it

reduces errors by 40 / 36 / 39 % in the Sintel Clean / Sintel

Final / KITTI 2015 benchmarks relative to the prior SOTA

set by UFlow [12]. These improvements also reduce the

gap to supervised approaches, as SMURF is the first unsu-

pervised optical flow method that outperforms supervised

FlowNet2 [9] and PWC-Net [28] on all benchmarks.
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2. Related Work

Optical flow was first studied in psychology to describe

motion in the visual field [6]. Later, the rise of computing

in the 1980s led to analytical techniques to estimate optical

flow from images [8, 18]. These techniques introduced pho-

tometric consistency and smoothness assumptions. These

early methods do not perform any learning but instead solve

a system of equations to find flow vectors that minimize the

objective function for a given image pair. Follow-up work

continued to improve flow accuracy, e.g. through better op-

timization techniques and occlusion reasoning [2, 27].

Machine learning has helped to improve results substan-

tially. First approaches used supervised convolutional neu-

ral networks that had relatively little flow-specific struc-

ture [5, 9]. Others introduced additional inductive biases

from classical approaches such as coarse-to-fine search [23,

28, 37]. The current best network architecture is the Recur-

rent All-Pairs Field Transforms (RAFT) model. It follows

classical work that breaks with the coarse-to-fine assump-

tion [4, 26, 36] and computes the cost volume between all

pairs of pixels and uses that information to iteratively refine

the flow field [29]. All supervised methods rely heavily on

synthetic labeled data for training. While producing excel-

lent results in the supervised setting, RAFT has not previ-

ously been used in unsupervised learning.

Unsupervised approaches appeared after supervised

methods and showed that even without labels, deep learning

can greatly outperform classical flow methods [10, 11, 12,

14, 16, 17, 21, 24, 25, 33, 35, 38, 39, 42, 43]. Besides be-

ing more accurate than classical methods, learned methods

are also faster at inference because all optimization occurs

during training instead of during inference time.1

A recent study [12] performed an extensive comparison

of the many proposed advances in unsupervised flow esti-

mation and amalgamated these different works into a state

of the art method called UFlow. We take this work as a

starting point and build on the techniques suggested there

such as range-map based occlusion reasoning [35], the Cen-

sus loss for photometric consistency [21, 40], edge aware

smoothness [30], and self supervision [16, 17].

We build on and substantially extend this prior work

by enabling the RAFT model to work in an unsupervised

learning setting through changes in the loss function and

data augmentation. We also propose full-image warping to

make the photometric loss useful for pixels that leave the

(cropped) image plane. And we utilize a flow refinement

technique [19] to leverage multi-frame input during train-

ing to self-generate improved labels for self-supervision.

1The reason why learned unsupervised methods outperform classical

methods is not obvious as both approaches optimize similar objectives. We

speculate that the network structure introduces helpful inductive biases and

that optimizing a single network for all training images provides a better

regularization than independently optimizing a flow field for each image.

3. SMURF for Unsupervised Optical Flow

This section describes our method Self-Teaching Multi-

frame Unsupervised RAFT with Full-Image Warping

(SMURF) in two parts. The first part covers preliminar-

ies, such as the problem definition and components adopted

from prior work. The second part describes the three main

improvements in our method.

3.1. Preliminaries on Unsupervised Optical Flow

Given a pair of RGB images, I1, I2 ∈ R
H×W×3, we

want to estimate the flow field V1 ∈ R
H×W×2, which for

each pixel in I1 indicates the offset of its corresponding

pixel in I2. We address this in a learning-based approach

where we want to learn a function fθ with parameters θ

that estimates the flow field for any image pair, such that

V1 = fθ(I1, I2). We learn the parameters θ from data of

unlabeled image sequences D = {(Ii)
m
i=1} by minimizing

a loss function L, θ∗ = argminL(D, θ).
We build on the loss function L from UFlow [12],

L(D, θ) = ωphotoLphoto(D, θ)

+ ωsmoothLsmooth(D, θ) + ωselfLself (D, θ) ,

which is a weighted combination of three terms: occlusion

aware photometric consistency Lphoto , edge-aware smooth-

ness Lsmooth , and self-supervision Lself .

The photometric consistency term is defined as

Lphoto(D, θ) =
1

HW

∑

O1 ⊙ ρ
(

I1, w
(

I2, V1

)

)

,

where ⊙ represents element-wise multiplication and
1

HW

∑

is shorthand notation for the mean over all pix-

els; we omit indices for better readability. The function

w(·, ·) warps an image with a flow field, here estimated as

V1 = fθ(I1, I2). The function ρ(·, ·) measures the photo-

metric difference between two images based on a soft Ham-

ming distance on the Census-transformed images and ap-

plies the generalized Charbonnier function [21]. The oc-

clusion mask O1 ∈ R
H×W with entries ∈ [0, 1] deactivates

photometric consistency for occluded locations. This is cru-

cial because occluded pixels, by definition, are not visible

in the other image and therefore need not obey appearance

consistency – the correct flow vector for an occluded pixel

may point to a dissimilar-looking pixel in the other image.

Like UFlow, we use a range-map based occlusion estima-

tion [35] with gradient stopping for all datasets except for

KITTI, where forward backward consistency [2] seems to

yield better results [12].

The k-th order edge-aware smoothness term is defined as

Lsmooth(k)(D, θ) =
1
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The expression 1
HW

∑

again computes the mean over all

pixels, here for two components that compute the k-th

derivative of the flow field V1 along the x and y axes.

These derivatives are each weighted by an exponential

of the mean image derivative across color channels c.

This weighting provides edge-awareness by ignoring non-

smooth transitions in the flow field at visual edges [30].

The sensitivity to visual edges is controlled by λ.

The self-supervision term is defined as

Lself (D, θ) =
1

HW

∑

M̂1 ⊙
(

1−M1

)

⊙ c
(

V̂1, V1

)

.

where a self-generated flow label V̂1 [16] is compared to

the flow prediction V1 using the generalized Charbonnier

function [27] c(A,B) =
(

(A−B)2 + ǫ2
)α

with all

operations being applied elementwise. Our experiments

use ǫ = 0.001 and α = 0.5. Prior work has modulated this

comparison by masks M̂ and M for the generated labels

and the predicted flow respectively, which are computed

with a forward-backward consistency check [2], so that

self-supervision is only applied to image regions where

the label is forward-backward consistent but the prediction

is not. However, as we will describe below, our method

actually improves when we remove this masking.

The main reason to perform self-supervision is to im-

prove flow estimation near the image boundaries where pix-

els can easily get occluded by moving outside of the image

frame [16]. To address this problem via self-supervision,

we apply the model on an image pair to produce a flow la-

bel and use this self-generated label to supervise flow pre-

dictions from a cropped version of the image pair. This way

the model can transfer its own predictions from an easier to

a more difficult setting. We build on and extend this tech-

nique with additional augmentations as described below.

3.2. SMURF’s Improvements

After having covered the foundation that our method

builds on, we will now explain our three major improve-

ments: 1) enabling the RAFT architecture [29] to work with

unsupervised learning, 2) performing full-image warping

while training on image crops, and 3) introducing a new

method for multi-frame self-supervision.

3.2.1 Unsupervised RAFT

As model fθ for optical flow estimation, we use the Re-

current All-Pairs Field Transforms (RAFT) [29] model, a

recurrent architecture that has achieved top performance

when trained with supervision but has not previously been

used with unsupervised learning. RAFT works by first gen-

erating convolutional features for the two input images and

then compiling a 4D cost volume C ∈ R
H×W×H×W that

contains feature-similarities for all pixel pairs between both

Student

++

R1

R1 R2

Self-supervision

Teacher

LossLoss

R2

10+ iterations Crop

Original images

Augmented+cropped  

images

Loss

Figure 1. Self-supervision with sequence loss and augmentation.

We use a single model as both “student” and “teacher”. As the

teacher, we apply the model on full non-augmented images. As

student, the model only sees a cropped and augmented version of

the same images. The final output of the teacher is then cropped

and used to supervise the predictions at all iterations of the stu-

dent (to which the smoothness and photometric losses are applied

as well). The advantages of this self-supervision method are three-

fold: (1) the model learns to ignore photometric augmentations (2)

the model learns to make better predictions at the borders and in

occluded areas of the image, and (3) early iterations of the recur-

rent model learn from the output at the final iteration.

images. This cost volume is then repeatedly queried and fed

into a recurrent network that iteratively builds and refines

a flow field prediction. The only architectural modification

we make to RAFT is to replace batch normalization with in-

stance normalization [31] to enable training with very small

batch sizes. Reducing the batch size was necessary to fit the

model and the more involved unsupervised training steps

into memory. But more importantly, we found that leverag-

ing RAFT’s potential for unsupervised learning requires key

modifications to the unsupervised learning method, which

we will discuss next.

Sequence Losses In supervised learning of optical flow,

it is common to apply losses not only to the final output

but also to intermediate flow predictions [29, 28, 37]. In

unsupervised learning this is not typically done – presum-

ably because intermediate outputs of other models are often

at lower resolutions which might not work well with pho-

tometric and other unsupervised losses [12, 16]. However,

RAFT produces intermediate predictions at full resolution

and does not pass gradients between prediction steps. Thus,

we apply the unsupervised losses at the entire sequence

of RAFT’s intermediate predictions, which we found to

be essential to prevent divergence and to achieve good re-

sults. Similarly to supervised methods, we exponentially

decay the weight of these losses at earlier iterations [29].

Lsequence =
∑n

i=1 γ
n−iLi , where n is the number of flow

iterations, γ is the decay factor, and Li is the loss at iteration

i. Our experiments use n = 12 and γ = 0.8.

Improved Self-Supervision For self-supervision, we im-

plement the sequence loss by applying the model to a full
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Full resolution images

Predicted flow 

1

2

Flow extends beyond 

cropped boundary

Warp 2➔1 (full)Warp 2➔1 (crop)

Cropped

1

2

Figure 2. Full-image warping. Images are cropped for flow predic-

tion, but warping of image 2 with the predicted flow (to compute

the photometric loss), is done with the full size image. The advan-

tage is shown in the lower right: Compared to warping the cropped

image (left), full-image warping reduces occlusions from out-of-

frame motion (shown in black) and is able to better reconstruct

image 1. When used during training, full-image warping provides

a learning signal for pixels that move outside the cropped image

boundary. The remaining occlusions in the reconstruction are due

to noisy flow predictions for the out-of-frame motion.

image, taking its final output, and using that to super-

vise all iterations of the model applied to the cropped im-

age (see Figure 1). Applying self-supervision from full to

cropped images has been shown to provide a learning sig-

nal to pixels near the image border that move out of the

image and therefore receive no signal from photometric

losses [16]. Performing this self-supervision in a sequence-

aware manner allows the earlier stages of the model to learn

from the model’s more refined final output. Potentially be-

cause of this inherent quality difference between the “stu-

dent” and the “teacher” flow, we found that simplifying

the self-supervision loss by removing masks M and M̂ im-

proves performance further. The self-supervision loss with-

out masks is Lself (D, θ) = 1
HW

∑

c
(

V̂1, V1

)

. Note that

this change does not affect the photometric loss Lphoto ,

where we continue to use O to mask out occlusions.

Extensive Data Augmentation To regularize RAFT, we

use the same augmentation as supervised RAFT [29] which

is much stronger than what has typically been used in un-

supervised optical flow, except for the recent ARFlow [14].

We randomly vary hue, brightness, saturation, stretching,

scaling, random cropping, random flipping left/right and

up/down, and we apply a random eraser augmentation that

removes random parts of each image. All augmentations are

applied to the model inputs, but not to the images used to

compute the photometric and smoothness losses. The self-

generated labels for self-supervision are computed from un-

augmented images, which has the benefit of training the

model to ignore these augmentations (see Figure 1).

Image x, y coordinates

Loss

Flowt➔t-1

Retrain
Tiny per frame model 

RAFT RAFT

Loss

Imaget-1 Imaget+1Imaget

Occlusion-inpainted flowt➔t+1Prediction

Flowt➔t+1

Figure 3. Multi-frame self-supervision. From a sequence of three

frames t − 1, t, and t + 1, we compute the backward flow (t →
t − 1) and the forward flow (t → t + 1). The backward flow is

then inverted via a tiny model (which is trained for this frame pair)

and used to inpaint occluded regions in the forward flow. This

inpainted flow field is then used to retrain the RAFT model.

3.2.2 Full-Image Warping

The photometric loss, which is essential for unsupervised

optical flow estimation, is generally limited to flow vectors

that stay inside the image frame because vectors that point

outside of the frame have no pixels to compare their photo-

metric appearance to. We address this limitation by comput-

ing the flow field from a cropped version of the images I1
and I2 while referencing the full, uncropped image I2 when

warping it with the estimated flow V1 before computing the

photometric loss (see Figure 2). As we also no longer mark

these flow vectors that move outside the image frame as oc-

cluded, they now provide the model with a learning signal.

We use full-image warping for all datasets except Flying

Chairs, where we found that cropping the already small im-

ages hurt performance.

3.2.3 Multi-Frame Self-Supervision

Finally, we propose to leverage multi-frame information for

self-supervision to generate better labels in occluded ar-

eas, inspired by work that used a similar technique for in-

ference [19]. For multi-frame self-supervision, we take a

frame t and compute the forward flow to the next frame

(t → t + 1) and the backward flow to the previous frame

(t → t − 1). We then use the backward flow to predict the

forward flow through a tiny learned inversion model and

use that prediction to inpaint areas that were occluded in

the original forward flow but were not occluded in the back-

ward flow – which is why the estimate from the backward

flow is more accurate (see Figure 3). The tiny model for the

backward-forward inversion consists of three layers of 3×3

convolutions with [16, 16, 2] channels that are applied on

the backward flow and the image coordinates normalized to

[−1, 1]. The model is re-initialized and trained per frame

using the non-occluded forward flow as supervision, after
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Overlayed Frames True Flow Predicted Flow Flow Error True Occlusions Predicted Occlusions

Figure 4. Qualitative results for SMURF on two random examples from KITTI 2015, Sintel Clean, and Sintel Final (top to bottom) not

seen during training. These results show the model’s ability to estimate fast motions, relatively fine details, and substantial occlusions.

which the in-painted flow field is stored and used for self-

supervision. We apply multi-frame self-supervision only

at the final stage of training. Importantly, we use multiple

frames only during training and not for inference.

4. Experiments

Our hyperparameters are based on UFlow [12] with

slight modifications based on further hyperparameter

search. In all experiments, we use weights ωphoto = 1
and ωself = 0.3. Regarding smoothness parameters, we

set edge sensitivity λ = 150 and ωsmooth = 4 for KITTI

and Chairs and ωsmooth = 2.5 for Sintel. We use 2nd order

smoothness (k = 2) for KITTI and 1st order smoothness

(k = 1) for all other datasets. We train for 75K iterations

with batch size 8, except for Sintel where we train for only

15K iterations to avoid overfitting. The self-supervision

weight is set to 0 for the first 40% of gradient steps, then

linearly increased to 0.3 during the next 10% of steps and

then kept constant. All of our training uses Adam [13]

(β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ǫ = 10−8) with learning rate of

0.0002, which takes about 1 day to converge on 8 GPUs run-

ning synchronous SGD. On all datasets, the learning rate is

exponentially decayed to 1
1000 of its original value over the

last 20% of steps. On Sintel and on Flying Chairs we train

with random crops of 368×496, and on KITTI we train with

random crops of size 296 × 696. For all datasets we eval-

uated our model on the input resolution that had the lowest

average end point error on the training set; 488 × 1144 for

KITTI and 480× 928 for Sintel. All test images were bilin-

early resized to these resolutions during inference, and the

resulting flow field was bilinearly resized and rescaled back

to the native image size to compute evaluation metrics.

During the second stage of training when multi-frame

self-supervision is applied, we generate labels for all im-

ages using the model trained according to the procedure de-

scribed above. We then continue training the same model

with only the self-supervision loss for an additional 30K it-

erations using the multiframe generated labels. We use the

same hyperparameters as in the first stage but exponentially

decay the learning rate for the last 5K iterations. For our

best performing Sintel model, we train with the KITTI self-

supervision labels mixed in at a ratio of 50%.

Datasets We train and evaluate our model according to

the conventions in the literature using the following opti-

cal flow datasets: Flying Chairs [5], Sintel [3] and KITTI

2015 [22]. We pretrain on Flying Chairs before fine tuning

on Sintel or KITTI. Similar to UFlow [12], we did not find

a benefit to pretraining on more out-of-domain data, e.g.

Flying Things [20]. None of the training techniques in our

method uses any ground truth labels. We train on the “train-

ing” portion of Flying Chairs, and divide the Sintel dataset

according to its standard train / test split. For KITTI, we

train on the multi-view extension following the split used in

prior work [12, 42]: We train two models, one on the multi-

view extension of the training set and one on the extension

of the test set, evaluate these models appropriately. For ab-

lations, we report metrics after training on the “test” portion

of the dataset (which does not include labels) and evaluat-

ing on the training set, and for final benchmark numbers we

report results after training on the training portion only. For

our benchmark result on Sintel, we train on a 50% mixture

of the KITTI and Sintel multi-frame self-supervision labels.
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Sintel Clean [3] Sintel Final [3] KITTI 2015 [22]

EPE EPE EPE EPE (noc) ER in %

Method train test train test train train train test
S

u
p
er

v
is

ed
in

d
o
m

ai
n

FlowNet2-ft [9] (1.45) 4.16 (2.01) 5.74 (2.30) – (8.61) 11.48

PWC-Net-ft [28] (1.70) 3.86 (2.21) 5.13 (2.16) – (9.80) 9.60

SelFlow-ft [17] (MF) (1.68) [3.74] (1.77) {4.26} (1.18) – – 8.42

VCN-ft [37] (1.66) 2.81 (2.24) 4.40 (1.16) – (4.10) 6.30

RAFT-ft [29] (0.76) 1.94 (1.22) 3.18 (0.63) – (1.5) 5.10

S
u
p
er

v
is

ed
o
u
t

o
f

d
o
m

ai
n FlowNet2 [9] 2.02 3.96 3.14 6.02 9.84 – 28.20 –

PWC-Net [28] 2.55 – 3.93 – 10.35 – 33.67 –

VCN [37] 2.21 – 3.62 – 8.36 – 25.10 –

RAFT [29] 1.43 – 2.71 – 5.04 – 17.4 –

U
n
su

p
er

v
is

ed

EPIFlow [42] 3.94 7.00 5.08 8.51 5.56 2.56 – 16.95

DDFlow [16] {2.92} 6.18 {3.98} 7.40 [5.72] [2.73] – 14.29

SelFlow [17] (MF) [2.88] [6.56] {3.87} {6.57} [4.84] [2.40] – 14.19

UnsupSimFlow [10] {2.86} 5.92 {3.57} 6.92 [5.19] – – [13.38]

ARFlow [14] (MF) {2.73} {4.49} {3.69} {5.67} [2.85] – – [11.79]

UFlow [12] 3.01 5.21 4.09 6.50 2.84 1.96 9.39 11.13

SMURF-test (ours) 1.99 – 2.80 – 2.01 1.42 6.72 –

SMURF-train (ours) {1.71} 3.15 {2.58} 4.18 {2.00} {1.41} {6.42} 6.83

Table 1. Comparison to state of the art. SMURF-train / test is our model trained on the train / test split of the corresponding dataset. The

best results per category are shown in bold – note that supervision “in domain” is often not possible in practice as flow labels for real

images are difficult to obtain. Braces indicate results that might have overfit because evaluation data was used for training: “()” evaluated

on the same labeled data as was used for training, “{}” trained on the unlabeled evaluation set, and “[]” trained on data highly related to

the evaluation set (e.g., the entire Sintel Movie or < 5 frames away from an evaluation image in KITTI). Methods that use multiple frames

at inference are denoted with “MF”; our method uses multiple frames only during training.

For all datasets we report endpoint error (“EPE”), and for

KITTI, we additionally report error rates (“ER”), where a

prediction is considered erroneous if its EPE is > 3 pixels

or > 5% of the length of the true flow vector. We generally

compute these metrics for all pixels, except for “EPE (noc)”

where only non-occluded pixels are considered.

5. Results

In this section, we compare SMURF to related methods,

ablate the proposed improvements, and show limitations.

5.1. Comparison to State of the Art

Qualitative results for SMURF are shown in Figure 4 and

a comparison to other methods can be found in Table 1. This

comparison shows that our model substantially outperforms

all prior published methods on unsupervised optical flow on

all benchmarks. Compared to the the previous state of the

art method UFlow [12], our method reduces benchmark test

errors by 40 / 36 / 39 % for Sintel Clean / Sintel Final /

KITTI 2015. When we compare SMURF trained in domain

to supervised methods trained out of domain, SMURF out-

performs all supervised methods except RAFT [29] on all

benchmarks2. Compared to supervised RAFT, it performs a

bit worse on Sintel (1.99 vs 1.43 on Sintel Clean, 2.80 vs.

2.71 on Sintel Final) but much better on KITTI 2015 (2.01

2This is a fair comparison as obtaining labels for a given domain is

extremely difficult while our method trains on readily available video data.

Chairs Sintel train KITTI-15 train

Method test Clean Final EPE ER%

T
ra

in
o
n

C
h
ai

rs DDFlow [16] 2.97 4.83 4.85 17.26 –

UFlow [12] 2.55 4.36 5.12 15.68 32.69

SMURF (ours) 1.72 2.19 3.35 7.94 26.51

T
ra

in
o
n

S
in

te
l DDFlow [16] 3.46 {2.92} {3.98} 12.69 –

UFlow [12] 3.25 3.01 4.09 7.67 17.41

SMURF (ours) 1.99 1.99 2.80 4.47 12.55

T
ra

in
o
n

K
IT

T
I DDFlow [16] 6.35 6.20 7.08 [5.72] –

UFlow [12] 5.05 6.34 7.01 2.84 9.39

SMURF (ours) 3.26 3.38 4.47 2.01 6.72

Table 2. Generalization across datasets. These results compare our

method to state of the art unsupervised methods in a setting where

a model is trained on one dataset and tested on different one.

vs. 5.04 EPE, 6.72% vs. 17.4% ER). SMURF even outper-

forms some supervised methods when they are finetuned

on the test domain, e.g. FlowNet2-ft [9], PWC-Net-ft [28],

and SelFlow-ft [17]. Only VCN-ft [37] and RAFT-ft [29]

achieve better performance here. The inference time of our

model is the same as the supervised RAFT model, approxi-

mately 500ms when using 12 recurrent iterations. A quali-

tative comparison to supervised RAFT is shown in Figure 5.

In Table 2, we compare generalization across domains to

prior unsupervised methods and find substantial improve-

ments for every combination of training and test domain.

Even after only training on Flying Chairs, our model al-

ready achieves an EPE of 2.19 on Sinel Clean and 3.35 on

Sinel Final, which is superior to all prior unsupervised tech-
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Image t Image t + 1

SMURF (ours, unsupervised) SMURF (ours, unsupervised)

RAFT (supervised) RAFT (supervised)

Image t Image t + 1

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison of unsupervised SMURF and supervised RAFT. Maybe unsurprisingly supervised training in domain

reduces errors especially for challenging and ambiguous cases, e.g. reflections and shadows of moving objects. But interestingly, there are

also areas (highlighted) where our unsupervised method works better than the supervised alternative, apparently at small objects in places

where labels are sparse and potentially imperfect (left) or non-existent (right).

Trained on KITTI-15 train KITTI-15 test

Method Flow Stereo EPE D1(all)% D1(noc)% D1(all)%

SGM [7] – – – – 5.62 6.38

SsSMNet [41] – X – – {3.06} {3.40}
UnOS [34] X X – 5.94 – 6.67

Flow2Stereo [15] X X 1.34 6.13 6.29 6.61

Reversing-PSMNet [1] – X 1.01 3.85 3.86 4.06

SMURF-train (ours) X – 1.03 4.31 4.51 4.77

Table 3. Stereo depth estimation. Without fine-tuning, our flow

model estimates stereo depth “zero-shot” at an accuracy compara-

ble to state of the art unsupervised methods trained for that task.

Sintel train KITTI-15 train

Method Model Training input Clean Final EPE ER%

UFlow [12] PWC High res. 3.01 4.09 2.84 9.39

UFlow PWC Low res. 3.43 4.33 3.87 13.04

UFlow RAFT Low res. 3.36 4.32 4.27+ 14.18+

SMURF PWC Image crop 2.63 3.66 2.73 9.33

SMURF RAFT Image crop 1.99 2.80 2.01 6.72

Table 4. Test of whether replacing PWC-Net with RAFT improves

the prior best unsupervised method UFlow. Due to memory con-

straints, training RAFT in this setting requires a lower resolution

than UFlow [12] (384×512 for Sintel, 320×704 for KITTI). We

use that resolution for a side-by-side comparison to PWC (rows 2-

3), which shows that RAFT performs poorly without our proposed

modifications. Results marked with + overfit the dataset and gen-

erate worse performance than reported here at the end of training.

niques even if fine tuned on Sintel data (first and third col-

umn in Table 1).

We also tested generalization from optical flow to stereo

depth estimation. Here we evaluated our exact trained

KITTI-15 flow model in the KITTI 2015 stereo depth

benchmark [22]. Despite neither tailoring the architecture

or losses to stereo depth estimation nor training or fine tun-

ing on any stereo data, our method achieves results that are

competitive with the best unsupervised stereo depth estima-

tion methods (see Table 3).

5.2. Ablation Study

To determine which aspects of our model are responsible

for its improved performance over prior work, we perform

Sintel train KITTI-15 train

SQ AU FW MF Clean Final EPE ER%

– – – – 2.92 3.92 8.40 18.57

– X – – — diverged — — diverged —

X – – – 2.66 3.86 5.01+ 17.50+

X X – – 2.38 3.17 3.64+ 13.05+

– X X – — diverged — — diverged —

X – X – 2.71 3.46 2.78 8.47

X X X – 2.15 2.99 2.45 7.53

X X X X 1.99 2.80 2.01 6.72

Table 5. Ablation of proposed improvements. SQ: sequence loss,

AU: heavy augmentation, FW: full-image warping, MF: multi-

frame self-supervision. All components significantly improve per-

formance and the sequence loss prevents divergence.

an extensive ablation study. In these ablations, we always

train one model per domain (on KITTI-2015-test and Sintel-

test after pretraining on Flying Chairs), and evaluate those

on the corresponding validation split of the same domain.

RAFT Model Our first ablation investigates how much

improvement can be obtained by taking the prior state of

the art method UFlow and replacing its PWC model with

RAFT. As the results in Table 4 show, replacing the model

without additional changes to the unsupervised learning

method surprisingly does not improve but instead decreases

performance. Through extensive experimentation, we iden-

tified and added the techniques presented here that enable

superior unsupervised learning with RAFT. The gains from

these techniques are much smaller with the PWC model,

potentially because of the more constrained architecture.

SMURF Components Next, we test different combina-

tions of the novel components in our method. The results

in Table 5 show that every component has a significant im-

pact on performance. Sequence losses and heavy augmen-

tations are necessary to achieve good results, especially on

Sintel. And when using heavy augmentations, we need to

apply sequence losses to prevent divergence of the model.

Full-Image warping and multi-frame self-supervision have

the strongest effect on KITTI, which makes sense as larger
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Image t Image t + 1

SMURF (ours) SMURF (ours)

SMURF (w/o multi-frame self-supervision) SMURF (w/o multi-frame self-supervision)

Selflow Selflow

Back2FutureFlow Back2FutureFlow

Image t Image t + 1

SMURF (ours) SMURF (ours)

SMURF (w/o multi-frame self-supervision) SMURF (w/o multi-frame self-supervision)

Selflow Selflow

Back2FutureFlow Back2FutureFlow

Figure 6. Qualitative ablation and comparison of multi-frame self-supervision. The highlighted areas indicate clear improvements in

occluded areas when using multi-frame self-supervision (second vs. third row). These improvements substantially outperform other unsu-

pervised multi-frame methods (fourth and fifth row) although those use additional frames not only during training but also for inference.

Sintel train KITTI-15 train

Self-sup. variant Clean Final EPE ER%

No self-supervision 3.88 4.50 3.22 8.40

From intermediate predictions 2.51 3.22 2.58 7.54

W/ FB masking 2.53 3.31 2.94 8.14

W/o FB masking (Ours) 2.15 2.99 2.45 7.53

Table 6. Ablation of self-supervision improvements. All results

are without multi-frame self-supervision but including all other

components. FB masking refers to forward-backward consistency

masking that prior work used in the self-supervision loss. Occlu-

sions in the photometric loss are always masked.

Input RGB (first image) Predicted Flow

Figure 7. Limitations of unsupervised flow. Optimizing photomet-

ric consistency can produce incorrect flow at shadows / reflections.

camera motion in that dataset causes more occlusions at the

image boundaries which these components help to address.

Self-Supervision Modifications We also ablated our pro-

posed changes to self-supervision (Section 3.2.1). The ab-

lations in Table 6 show that even with full-image warping,

self-supervision remains an important component, and that

it works best when not masking the loss as in prior work

and when we use the final output (not intermediate model

predictions) to generate the self-supervision labels.

Multi-Frame Self-Supervision Lastly, we provide a

qualitative ablation of multi-frame self-supervision (Sec-

tion 3.2.3) and a comparison to other unsupervised meth-

ods that use multi-frame information [11, 17]. Figure 6

shows that multi-frame self-supervision substantially im-

proves flow accuracy in occluded areas and does this much

better than related multi-frame methods while being the

only approach that requires multiple frames only during

training and not for inference.

5.3. Limitations

A major limitation of unsupervised optical flow is that

it estimates apparent visual motion rather than motion of

physical objects (see Figure 7). Overcoming this limitation

requires some form of supervision, reasoning about the 3-D

space as in scene flow [32], reasoning about semantics, or a

combination of these. Future work could try to transfer the

techniques from our method to such approaches.

6. Conclusion

We have presented SMURF, an effective method for un-

supervised learning of optical flow that reduces the gap to

supervised approaches and shows excellent generalization

across datasets and even to “zero-shot” depth estimation.

SMURF brings key improvements, most importantly (1) en-

abling the RAFT architecture to work in an unsupervised

setting via modifications to the unsupervised losses and data

augmentation, (2) full-image warping for learning to predict

out of frame motion, and (3) multi-frame self-supervision

for improved flow estimates in occluded regions. We be-

lieve that these contributions are a step towards making un-

supervised optical flow truly practical, so that optical flow

models trained on unlabeled videos can provide high quality

pixel-matching in domains without labeled data.
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